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Future Scientists Foundation F.S.F.

Sponsor Benefits Package for 
ICNBS Egypt 2012,  “1-3 March 2012 “

The conference organizers hope that the Conference may include an exhibition that will collect all 

organizations, companies and universities interested in Nanotechnology, pharmacy, Engineering, 

science and technology in Egypt and the Middle East

Book your booth for:

 Egyptian booking booth costs total of (7500 Egyptian pounds) for the 3 days of the conference.

 Arab booking a booth costs a total of (7000 Saudi Reyal) for the 3 days of the conference.

 Foreigners booking a booth costs a total of (2500 US$) for the 3 days of the conference.

Sponsor details:

Industries, Universities, Publishers, Organizations and Government Agencies can partially sponsor 

the Conference by purchasing a sponsor’s 1-page advertisement in the workshop proceedings.

You will have:

 Your logo titled on your booth

 a booth of area 2m x 3m

 Table + 2 chairs

 Your logo advertised on the Conference book with your contact information

 2 sponsorship representatives (enabling access to all conference sessions, as well as 

refreshments at the lunch and coffee breaks)

 You will be named as a sponsor in all media representatives that will announce the event.

 You will have only one time 5 minutes oral presentation to announce yourself between scientific sessions.

 Your organization logo will be published on the conference website, banner and certificates.

 Three free invitations for two individual guests you would like to invite

 Sponsor can also distribute flyers or advertising material at the Conference

 Sponsor can also set up posters.

I hope this offer meets your requirements. ,,,, Looking forward to hearing from you soon.

Dr. Wesam Ahmed Tawfik
Vice Chairman of Future Scientists Foundation
Executive president of ICNBS Egypt 2012
Nakaa.nanotechnology.network@gmail.com
002 011 58 31 6 21

Nakaa Nanotechnology Network NNN
website: www.nakaanetwork.webs.com
Mobile: 01115831621


